Effective Date: 02/26/2018
Q251: Post Award Review
A Post Award Review (PAR) is required to be conducted with the Seller as soon as
possible after the Purchase Order is placed and should be conducted prior to the start of
any work commencing related to this procurement.
The purpose of a PAR is to ensure all technical, contractual and quality requirements
have been adequately communicated to the supplier prior to any work commencing
related to this procurement.
Buyer reserves the right to require the Seller’s subcontractor’s participation in the review.
Seller will contact the Aerojet Rocketdyne Buyer upon receipt of this contract to schedule
the PAR and determine scope of the activity including participants.
The following changes will require an update to the previously approved PAR unless otherwise
directed in writing by AR.
1. A change in the design characteristics affecting fit, form, or function of the part.
2. A change in manufacturing source(s), process(es), inspection method(s), location of
manufacture, tooling, or materials that can potentially affect fit, form, or function.
3. A change in numerical control program or translation to another media that can
potentially affect fit, form, or function.
4 A natural or man-made event, which may adversely affect the manufacturing process.
5. A lapse in production for two years. This lapse is from the completion of last production
operation to the actual restart of production.
The scope of the PAR will be in accordance with QMA-F-7.08.06.023, which will be used by
Aerojet Rocketdyne (as applicable) to conduct the PAR. If Q252 or Q253 are on the
Purchase Order line item as well, all sections of the PAR will be reviewed with the supplier,
otherwise, only the Quality section will be reviewed.
Sections of the PAR that do not apply to the design will be removed from the review.

This document is an integral part of the contract (purchase order) in which referenced.
Applicable Revision: The revision in effect at the time the purchase order is initially placed.

